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Final Content for 
CDW Residency Group Server Infrastructure and Workload Training Course 1  
Marketing Brief (Internal Use Only) 
Form Factor CDW-branded online training modules delivered as 5 to 8 minute SCORM or MP4 animated videos with interactive quizzes (similar format to 

previous trainings done for Intel) 
Target Audience CDW Residency Group who typically have 6 to 24 month length of service; level of knowledge may be elementary to advanced. 

Objectives Equip Residency Group reps with an understanding of what drives server infrastructure purchases and what questions they can ask to be 
comfortable to sell/upsell servers to a customer  

Reviewers [an “x” in the box indicates the reviewer has reviewed the item ] 

Name Outline D1 D2 Final 
Lauren Hall x x   
Josh Yee x x   
Jennifer Lugo  x x   
Steven Darrah x x   
Ben Head      

 

Course 1: Server Workloads and Infrastructure Needs as a Sales 
Opportunity 
 

VO is currently 6 min 33 sec per https://www.thevoicerealm.com/count-script.php. 

Notes for art direction: 
• Voice over is in first column. 
• Storyboard capture, art direction notes,  and copy on screen (in italics) is in second column.  
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Pronunciation guide for voiceover talent: 
• SPS: S-P-S (es – pee – es)  
• VDI: V-D-I (vee – dee – eye) 
• IDC: I-D-C (eye – dee – see)  
• SQL: S-Q-L (es – queue – el) 
• CDW: C-W (see – dee –double u) 
• Hadoop: huh-DOOP 
• SAP HANA: S-A-P HA-nuh 
• SAN: san as in “dan” 

 
Slide 
# 

Voiceover Copy on Screen 
Art Direction/Notes 

x Cover slide As is in live module on prowess test as of 4/13 
1 This is the first in a two-course series to help you 

sell servers by looking at: 
• Server workloads 
• Server infrastructure 
• What drives customers’ server workload and 

infrastructure needs 
• How to start thinking about server as a sales 

opportunity 
  
Let’s get started. 

Server Workloads and Infrastructure Needs as a Sales Opportunity 
 
This course covers: 

• What server workloads are 
• What types of server infrastructure exist 
• What drives server workload and infrastructure needs 
• How to start thinking about your customers’ workload and infrastructure needs as a server 

sales opportunity 
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2 First, let’s talk compute, which is what servers 

and PCs do. Compute is performing different 
types of workloads that can include one or any 
combination of applications that are: 

• Compute-intensive, which perform a lot 
of computations 

• Storage-intensive, which might store all 
the data used or created by applications 

Types of Compute 
1. Performing workloads that involve applications or processes that are: 
2. Compute-intensive  
3. Storage-intensive 
4. Throughput-intensive  
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• Throughput-intensive, which reads and 
or writes a large amount of data, 
typically from storage 

 
 
 
 

 
 

3 Consider a personal computer. If I’m doing 
graphics-intensive 3D-modeling, a compute-
intensive workload, chances are my everyday 
work computer doesn’t have the necessary 
performance. For this work, I need a better, 
faster computer that offers higher performance. 

The Context of Performance 
 
Show personal computer with rotating 3d model on screen. Show maxed out power or inability to 
handle the render.  
 
Possible animation. 
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4 Similarly, the more my servers do, the more 

compute performance they need. That 
performance will come from better, faster 
servers with higher performance. Older servers 
simply lack the performance that modern 
workloads require.  
 

New Workload or Better Server = Sales Opp!  
 
Show server with power meter filling up to the top. Then show two more servers with power 
meters at about halfway.  
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Ask your customer when they last did a server 
refresh. If it was more than three years ago, 
they’re due for new servers. 
 
To sell the right servers, you need to understand 
what your customers need servers for, not just 
that their current servers are outdated—
although that’s a really good start. 
  

 
 

5 What the server is used for will dictate the CPU 
or compute, the storage capacity, and 
throughput capability it needs. Those are also 
the prioritized components we look at when 
configuring a server. 
 

Server Use Determines Server Configuration 
 
CPU/compute 
Storage (solid-state drive or SSD) 
Throughput  
 
Show server with power meters for each item (cpu, storage, throughput?)  
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To better understand your customers’ needs, 
let’s examine the types of server workloads or 
the types of things servers are used for. 
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6 First, we have applications. Almost every server 
runs applications, which can be off-the-shelf or 
custom-developed. They might be virtualized 
versions of the same applications run on a PC. 
Or they might be broader enterprise 
applications, such as those for customer 
relationship management, enterprise resource 
planning, supply chain management, and 
databases.  

Applications1 
 
SPS, Enterprise resource management, Supply chain management, Databases float onto screen 
next to icon 

 
 

7 Next, there’s data management, which includes 
database applications, and data analytics. These 
workloads need large throughput and storage 
capabilities. 

Data Management, Including Data Analytics1 
 
Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, Hadoop, SAP HANA float onto screen next to icon. 
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8 Next are application development and testing. 

These are the software, tools, and environments 
used by development, analyst, and other teams 
to develop web-based and traditional 
applications, such as SPS. These require larger 
CPU  and storage capabilities. 
 

Application Development and Test1 
 
Software 
Tools 
Environments 
float onto screen next to icon. 
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9 IT infrastructure comes next and encompasses 
all IT setup, such as the network, virtualization, 
and security. Compute and storage needs in this 
area will vary widely, but tend to require larger 
capabilities. 

IT Infrastructure1 
 
Network, Virtualization, Security float onto screen next to icon. 
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10 Lastly are workloads for web infrastructure and 
engineering and/or technical needs. Compute, 
throughput, and storage needs for web 
workloads will depend on the customer’s 
website size and whether they do e-commerce. 
Engineering and technical workloads will be 
compute-intensive and require high CPU 

Web Infrastructure and Engineering and Technical1 
 
Engineering, Technical, Web server, Internet storage, Internet network equipment float onto screen 
next to icon. 
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performance—they might also require high 
throughput and storage capabilities.  
 

 
11 As you talk to customers, pay attention to their 

needs surrounding new apps, services, or IT 
security and management. Each of these areas 
represents a server sales opportunity. 

New Workload or Better Server = Sales Opp!  
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12 For example, if you talk to a customer and learn 
that they’re moving to VDI (the same computer 
setup we use at CDW). Bingo!  Sales 
opportunity! 
 
With VDI, processing is moved off the individual 
user devices and onto the server itself, which 

Customer Scenario 
 
Convey current server not having enough power—power meter concept and new server being 
needed?  
 
Or show single computer with processing gears with gears going off to be processed on server 
discussed for VDI concept? Or show 4 or 5 client PCs with gears. Then bring in a server next to 
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will need high CPU performance for VDI 
workloads.  

those, and animate the gears moving from the client PCs to the server. We could also use the 
power meter again next to the server and show it rising as the gears move into the server. 
 

 
 

13 Some questions you might ask this customer 
include: 

• How many users do you plan to 
support? 

• Do you have redundant servers? 

Ask Your Customer… 
 

1. How many users do you plan to support? 
2. Do you have redundant servers? 
3. Will you support any virtual advanced graphics tasks, like streaming video or 3-D graphics? 
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(Servers need to be redundant with2 or 
3 of each in case of a failure). 

• Will you support any virtual advanced 
graphics tasks, like streaming video or 3-
D graphics? 

 
Speech icon and questions appear with VO 
 

 
14 Workloads though are just part of the equation.  

 
If workloads are what servers do, infrastructure 
is the way servers are organized. And that 
creates even more sales opportunities. 
 

Server Infrastructure 
 
Show server infrastructure and infrastructure rearrangement with added workloads.  
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As your customers add or change workloads, 
they’ll need or want new or different server 
infrastructure. They might also want to virtualize 
their server infrastructure, which we discuss in 
course 2.  
 

 
15 Let’s break server infrastructure down. 

 
Servers were historically physical boxes at the 
company office. This is known as physical 
servers on-premises. 
 
Today, servers are located at any number of 
places or even multiple places and can be 
physical or virtual.  

Location, Location, Location 
 
Physical servers on-premises 
 
Start with physical sever box at company office.  
 
Physical servers on-premises” comes on with “Servers were…” VO 
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 Show a cloud or two; show data center building around company office to coincide with “Today…” 
VO 
 

 
16 Physical servers can now be off-premises, where 

the company still owns and manages the 
servers, but houses them off-site.  
 

Location, Location, Location 
 
Physical servers off-premises 
 
Show a server at an off-site data-center instead of at a company office.  
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17 Virtual servers turn one physical server at the 
office into multiple virtual servers. Virtual 
servers can be on-premises or off-premises, 
which is the data center model. Either way, the 
physical server needs more compute 
performance to run the virtual ones. 

Location, Location, Location 
 
Virtual servers on-premises                      Virtual servers off-premises 
 
Show one server becoming multiple VMs              Show VMs at a data-center. 
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18 Cloud is another off-premises model where a 
third-party owns and manages the servers and 
also provides the platforms or applications used 
on those servers.   
  

Location, Location, Location 
 
Cloud servers 
 
Show a company image with clouds around it.  
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19 Shared cloud servers are referred to  public or 
multi-tenant. The custerom buys virtual server 
space. Examples include Amazon Web Services 
and Microsoft Azure.  
 

Location, Location, Location 
 
Cloud servers—public 
  
Show a company image with clouds around it with labels; could also show public servers being 
shared. 
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20 With a private cloud, the customer buys a 

private, dedicated server managed by the cloud 
provider. 

Location, Location, Location 
 
Cloud servers—public or private 
  
Show a company with clouds around it with labels; could also show public servers being shared, 
and a private cloud with a padlock. 
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21 Lastly, is the hybrid cloud, which can include a 
mix of public and private cloud options with or 
without dedicated servers, on-premises or off. A 
company might use the public cloud for some 
workloads and a private, dedicated server for 
security-sensitive workloads. 
 

Location, Location, Location 
 
Hybrid cloud 
 
Similar to last slide. Show a mix of public and private cloud and dedicated on-premises physical 
servers using the same icons/graphics for those concepts as used previously. 
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Almost all CDW customers have some type of 
hybrid cloud implementation that includes 
physical servers. If you hear “cloud,” don’t 
worry, your customers are still candidates for 
server sales. 

 
22 In course two, we look at the questions you 

might ask a customer considering a hybrid cloud 
solution. For now, let’s look at another customer 
scenario—deploying a new database. 
 
In talking to your customer, you learn that they 
have an existing database on a physical server 
on-premises. They are looking at an on-premises 
virtualized approach for both their current 

Customer Scenario 
Show one db on one physical server expand to 2 virtual dbs on new server 
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database and the new one. They will likely need 
a better, faster, higher performance server.  
 

 
23 Bingo! Sales opportunity! More Work = Better Server = Sales Opp!  
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24 Questions you might ask this customer include: 

 
1. Do you have redundant servers? (The 

customer will need a backup so they 
don’t lose both databases if the physical 
server goes down.) 

2. How old is your current server?  

Ask Your Customer… 
  

1. Do you have redundant servers? 
2. How old is your current server? 
3. What database will you deploy? 
4. Do you plan to virtualize other workloads? 

Similar to previous question slide.  
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(If it’s more than three years old, it 
might not be have enough performance 
to meet your needs.) 

3. What database will you deploy? 
4. Do you plan to virtualize other 

workloads, such as print services, 
development, or web servers?  

 
25 This information should get you started thinking 

about server sales opportunities.  
 
To help summarize and reinforce what you’ve 
learned, complete this quiz. Then, move on to 
course 2, which takes a closer look at 
virtualization, CDW’s own infrastructure, and 
added scenarios to help you drive new sales 
opportunities. 

What Do You Know? 
Complete this brief quiz to help summarize and reinforce what you’ve learned. 
 
Quiz to be inserted here. 
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26  1 Types of server workloads based on IDC's Worldwide Workloads Taxonomy, 2017. 
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